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• Peace & Security, Human Rights, Development- the three pillars of @UN to build a sustainable future! #DPINGO #UNDay
• 3 pillars. 72 years of service to the world. 17 #GlobalGoals for the planet- @UN works for peaceful and inclusive societies. #DPINGO
• Take action for the #GlobalGoals and be a part of the change! #DPINGO #UNDay
• We have to transcend our differences to transform our future. ‘We the Peoples’, make this vision a reality- @antonioguterres #DPINGO
• When we achieve human rights & human dignity for all people, they will build a peaceful, sustainable & just world- @antonioguterres #DPINGO
• The @UN Charter is the foundation document that unites nations in their work toward peace and security, human rights & development #DPINGO